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Abstract � The compact size and high wavelength selectivity of 
microring resonators (MRs) enable photonic networks-on-chip 
(PNoCs) to utilize dense-wavelength-division-multiplexing 
(DWDM) in photonic waveguides to attain high bandwidth on-
chip data transfers. A Hardware Trojan in a PNoC can manipu-
late the electrical driving circuit of its MRs to cause the MRs to 
snoop data from the neighboring wavelength channels in a shared 
photonic waveguide. This introduces a serious security threat. 
This paper presents a framework that utilizes process variation 
based authentication signatures along with architecture-level en-
hancements to protect data in PNoCs from data-snooping Hard-
ware Trojans. Evaluation results indicate that our approach can 
significantly enhance the hardware security in DWDM-based 
PNoCs with minimal overheads of up to 17.3% in average latency 
and of up to 15.2% in energy-delay-product (EDP). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

To cope with the growing performance demands of modern Big 
Data and cloud computing applications, the complexity of hard-
ware in modern chip-multiprocessors (CMPs) has increased. To 
reduce the hardware design time of these complex CMPs, third-
party hardware IPs are frequently used. But these third party IPs 
can introduce security risks [1]-[2]. For instance, the presence of 
Hardware Trojans (HTs) in the third-party IPs can lead to leakage 
of critical and sensitive information from modern CMPs [3]. 
Thus, security researchers that have traditionally focused on soft-
ware-level security are now increasingly interested in overcoming 
hardware-level security risks. 

Many CMPs today use electrical networks-on-chip (ENoCs) 
for inter-core communication. ENoCs use packet-switched net-
work fabrics and routers to transfer data between on-chip compo-
nents [4]. Recent developments in silicon photonics have enabled 
the integration of photonic components and interconnects with 
CMOS circuits on a chip. Photonic NoCs (PNoCs) provide sev-
eral prolific advantages over their metallic counterparts (i.e., 
ENoCs), including the ability to communicate at near light speed, 
larger bandwidth density, and lower dynamic power dissipation 
[5]. These advantages motivate the use of PNoCs for inter-core 
communication in modern CMPs [6].  

Several PNoC and photonic core-to-memory interface architec-
tures have been proposed to date (e.g., [7]-[9], [13], [31]-[34]). 
These architectures employ on-chip photonic links, each of which 
connects two or more gateway interfaces. A gateway interface 
(GI) connects the PNoC to a group of processing cores. Each pho-
tonic link comprises one or more photonic waveguides and each 

waveguide can support a large number of dense-wavelength-divi-
sion-multiplexed (DWDM) wavelengths. A wavelength serves as 
a data signal carrier. Typically, multiple data signals are generated 
at a source GI in the electrical domain (as sequences of logical 1 
and 0 voltage levels) which are modulated onto the multiple 
DWDM carrier wavelengths simultaneously, using a bank of 
modulator MRs at the source GI [10], [19]. The data-modulated 
carrier wavelengths traverse a link to a destination GI, where an 
array of detector MRs filter them and drop them on photodetectors 
to regenerate electrical data signals.  

In general, each GI in a PNoC is able to send and receive data 
in the optical domain on all of the utilized carrier wavelengths. 
Therefore, each GI has a bank of modulator MRs (i.e., modulator 
bank) and a bank of detector MRs (i.e., detector bank). Each MR 
in a bank resonates with and operates on a specific carrier wave-
length. Thus, the excellent wavelength selectivity of MRs and 
DWDM capability of waveguides enable high bandwidth parallel 
data transfers in PNoCs. Similar to CMPs with ENoCs, the CMPs 
with PNoCs are expected to use several third party IPs, and there-
fore, are vulnerable to security risks [11]. For instance, if the en-
tire PNoC used within a CMP is a third-party IP, then this PNoC 
with HTs within the control units of its GIs can snoop on packets 
in the network. These packets can be transferred to a malicious 
core (a core running a malicious program) in the CMP to deter-
mine sensitive information. 

Unfortunately, MRs are especially susceptible to security 
threatening manipulations from HTs. In particular, the MR tuning 
circuits that are essential for supporting data broadcasts and to 
counteract MR resonance shifts due to process variations (PV) 
make it easy for HTs to retune MRs and initiate snooping attacks. 
To enable data broadcast in PNoCs, the tuning circuits of detector 
MRs partially detune them from their resonance wavelengths [8], 
[12]-[13], such that a significant portion of the photonic signal 
energy in the data-carrying wavelengths continues to propagate in 
the waveguide to be absorbed in the subsequent detector MRs. On 
the other hand, process variations (PV) cause resonance wave-
length shifts in MRs [14]. Techniques to counteract PV-induced 
resonance shifts in MRs involve retuning the resonance wave-
lengths by using carrier injection/depletion or thermal tuning [6], 
implemented through MR tuning circuits. An HT in the GI can 
manipulate these tuning circuits of detector MRs to partially tune 
the detector MR to a passing wavelength in the waveguide, which 
enables snooping of the data that is modulated on the passing 
wavelength. Such covert data snooping is a serious security risk 
in PNoCs. 

In this work, we present a framework that protects data from 
snooping attacks and improves hardware security in PNoCs. Our 
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framework has low overhead and is easily implementable in any 
existing DWDM-based PNoC without major changes to the archi-
tecture. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that 
attempts to improve hardware security for PNoCs. Our novel con-
tributions are:   

 
 We analyze security risks in photonic devices and extend this 

analysis to link-level, to determine the impact of these risks 
on PNoCs; 

 We propose a circuit-level PV-based security enhancement 
scheme that uses PV-based authentication signatures to pro-
tect data from snooping attacks in photonic waveguides;  

 We propose an architecture-level reservation-assisted secu-
rity enhancement scheme to improve security in DWDM-
based PNoCs; 

 We combine the circuit- and architecture-level schemes into 
a holistic framework called SOTERIA; and analyze it on the 
Firefly [8], Flexishare [9], and SwiftNoC [13] crossbar-based 
PNoC architectures. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Several prior works [11], [16], [17] discuss the presence of se-
curity threats in ENoCs and have proposed solutions to mitigate 
them. In [11], a three-layer security system approach was pre-
sented by using data scrambling, packet certification, and node 
obfuscation to enable protection against data snooping attacks. A 
symmetric-key based cryptography design was presented in [16] 
for securing the NoC. In [17], a framework was presented to use 
permanent keys and temporary session keys for NoC transfers be-
tween secure and non-secure cores. However, no prior work has 
analyzed security risks in photonic devices and links; or consid-
ered the impact of these risks on PNoCs. 

Fabrication-induced PV impact the cross-section, i.e., width 
and height, of photonic devices, such as MRs and waveguides. In 
MRs, PV causes resonance wavelength drifts, which can be coun-
teracted by using device-level techniques such as thermal tuning 
or localized trimming [6]. Trimming can induce blue shifts in the 
resonance wavelengths of MRs using carrier injection into MRs, 
whereas thermal tuning can induce red shifts in MR resonances 
through heating of MRs using integrated heaters. To remedy PV, 
the use of device-level trimming/tuning techniques is inevitable; 
but their use also enables partial detuning of MRs that can be 
used to snoop data from a shared photonic waveguide. In addi-
tion, prior works [18], [19], [29] discuss the impact of PV-reme-
dial techniques on crosstalk noise and proposed techniques to mit-
igate it. None of the prior works analyze the impact of PV-reme-
dial techniques on hardware security in PNoCs.     

Our proposed framework in this paper is novel as it enables se-
curity against snooping attacks in PNoCs. Our framework is net-
work agnostic, mitigates PV, and has minimal overhead, while 
improving security for any DWDM-based PNoC architecture. 

III. HARDWARE SECURITY CONCERNS IN PNOCS 

A. Device-Level Security Concerns 
Process variation (PV) induced undesirable changes in MR 

widths and heights cause �shifts� in MR resonance wavelengths, 
which can be remedied using localized trimming and thermal tun-
ing methods. The localized trimming method injects (or depletes) 

free carriers into (or from) the Si core of an MR using an electrical 
tuning circuit, which reduces (or increases) the MR�s refractive 
index owing to the electro-optic effect, thereby remedying the 
PV-induced red (or blue) shift in the MR�s resonance wavelength. 
In contrast, thermal tuning employs an integrated micro-heater to 
adjust the temperature and refractive index of an MR (owing to 
the thermo-optic effect) for PV remedy. Typically, the modulator 
MRs and detectors use the same electro-optic effect (i.e., carrier 
injection/depletion) implemented through the same electrical tun-
ing circuit as used for localized trimming, to move in and out of 
resonance (i.e., switch ON/OFF) with a wavelength [7].  A HT can 
manipulate this electrical tuning circuit, which may lead to mali-
cious operation of modulator and detector MRs, as discussed 
next. 

Fig. 1(a) shows the malicious operation of a modulator MR. A 
malicious modulator MR is partially tuned to a data-carrying 
wavelength (shown in purple) that is passing by in the waveguide. 
The malicious modulator MR draws some power from the data-
carrying wavelength, which can ultimately lead to data corruption 
as optical �1�s in the data can lose significant power to be altered 
into �0�s. Alternatively, a malicious detector (Fig. 1(b)) can be 
partially tuned to a passing data-carrying wavelength, to filter 
only a small amount of its power and drop it on a photodetector 
for data duplication. This small amount of filtered power does not 
alter the data in the waveguide so that it continues to travel to its 
target detector for legitimate communication [12]. Thus, mali-
cious detector MRs can snoop data from the waveguide without 
altering it, which is a major security threat in photonic links. Note 
that malicious modulator MRs only corrupt data (which can be 
detected and corrected) and do not covertly duplicate it, and are 
thus not a major security risk. 

 
                              (a)                                                   (b) 
Fig. 1: Impact of (a) malicious modulator MR, (b) malicious detector MR 
on data in DWDM-based photonic waveguides. 

B. Link-Level Security Concerns  
Typically, a photonic link is comprised of one or more DWDM-

based photonic waveguides. A DWDM-based photonic wave-
guide uses a modulator bank (a series of modulator MRs) at the 
source GI and a detector bank (a series of detector MRs) at the 
destination GI. DWDM-based waveguides can be broadly classi-
fied into four types: single-writer-single-reader (SWSR), single-
writer-multiple-reader (SWMR), multiple-writer-single-reader 
(MWSR), and multiple-writer-multiple-reader (MWMR). As 
SWSR, SWMR, and MWSR waveguides are subsets of an 
MWMR waveguide, and due to limited space, we restrict our link-
level analysis to MWMR waveguides only. 

An MWMR waveguide typically passes through multiple GIs, 
connecting the modulator banks of some GIs to the detector banks 
of the remaining GIs. Thus, in an MWMR waveguide, multiple 



GIs (referred to as source GIs) can send data using their modulator 
banks and multiple GIs (referred to as destination GIs) can receive 
(read) data using their detector banks. Fig. 2 presents an example 
MWMR waveguide with two source GIs and two destination GIs. 
Fig. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively, present the impact of malicious 
source and destination GIs on this MWMR waveguide. In Fig. 
2(a), the modulator bank of source GI S1 is sending data to the 
detector bank of destination GI D2. When source GI S2, which is 
in the communication path, becomes malicious with an HT in its 
control logic, it can manipulate its modular bank to modify the 
existing �1�s in the data to �0�s. This ultimately leads to data cor-
ruption. For example, in Fig. 2(a), S1 is supposed to send �0110� 
to D2, but because of data corruption by malicious GI S2, �0010� 
is received by D2. Nevertheless, this type of data corruption can 
be detected or even corrected using parity or error correction code 
(ECC) bits in the data. Thus, malicious source GIs do not cause 
major security risks in DWDM-based MWMR waveguides. 

Let us consider another scenario for the same data communica-
tion path (i.e., from S1 to D2). When destination GI D1, which is 
in the communication path, becomes malicious with an HT in its 
control logic, the detector bank of D1 can be partially tuned to the 
utilized wavelength channels to snoop data. In the example shown 
in Fig. 2(b), D1 snoops �0110� from the wavelength channels that 
are destined to D2. The snooped data from D1 can be transferred 
to a malicious core within the CMP to determine sensitive infor-
mation. This type of snooping attack from malicious destination 
GIs is hard to detect, as it does not disrupt the intended commu-
nication among CMP cores. Therefore, there is a pressing need to 
address the security risks imposed by snooping GIs in DWDM-
based PNoC architectures. To address this need, we propose a 
novel framework SOTERIA that improves hardware security in 
DWDM-based PNoC architectures. 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig. 2: Impact of (a) malicious modulator (source) bank, (b) malicious de-
tector bank on data in DWDM-based photonic waveguides. 

IV. SOTERIA FRAMEWORK: OVERVIEW 

Our proposed multi-layer SOTERIA framework enables secure 
communication in DWDM-based PNoC architectures by 
integrating circuit-level and architecture-level enhancements. Fig. 
3 gives a high-level overview of this framework. The PV-based 
security enhancement (PVSC) scheme uses the PV profile of the 
destination GI�s detector MRs to encrypt data before it is 
transmitted via the photonic waveguide. This scheme is sufficient 
to protect data from snooping GIs, if they do not know about the 
target destination GI. With target destination GI information, 

however, a snooping GI can decipher the encrypted data. Many 
PNoC architectures (e.g., [11], [27]) use the same waveguide to 
transmit both the destination GI information and actual data, 
making them vulnerable to data snooping attacks despite using 
PVSC. To further enhance security for these PNoCs, we devise an 
architecture-level reservation-assisted security enhancement 
(RVSC) scheme that uses a secure reservation waveguide to avoid 
the stealing of destination GI information by snooping GIs. The 
next two sections present details of our PVSC and RVSC schemes. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Overview of proposed SOTERIA framework that integrates a cir-
cuit-level PV-based security enhancement (PVSC) scheme and an archi-
tecture-level reservation-assisted security enhancement (RVSC) scheme. 

V. PV-BASED SECURITY ENHANCEMENT 

As discussed earlier (Section III.B), malicious destination GIs 
can snoop data from a shared waveguide. One way of addressing 
this security concern is to use data encryption so that the malicious 
destination GIs cannot decipher the snooped data. For the en-
crypted data to be truly undecipherable, the encryption key used 
for data encryption should be kept secret from the snooping GIs, 
which can be challenging as the identity of the snooping GIs in a 
PNoC is not known. Therefore, it becomes very difficult to decide 
whether or not to share the encryption key with a destination GI 
(that can be malicious) for data decryption. This conundrum can 
be resolved using a different key for every destination GI so that 
a key that is specific to a secure destination GI does not need to 
be shared with a malicious destination GI for decryption purpose. 
Moreover, to keep these destination specific keys secure, the ma-
licious GIs in a PNoC must not be able to clone the algorithm (or 
method) used to generate these keys.  

To generate unclonable encryption keys, our PV-based security 
(PVSC) scheme uses the PV profiles of the destination GI�s de-
tector MRs. As discussed in [14], PV induces random shifts in the 
resonance wavelengths of the MRs used in a PNoC. These reso-
nance shifts can be in the range from -3nm to 3nm [14]. The MRs 
that belong to different GIs in a PNoC have different PV profiles. 
In fact, the MRs that belong to different MR banks of the same GI 
also have different PV profiles. Due to their random nature, these 
MR PV profiles cannot be cloned by the malicious GIs, which 
makes the encryption keys generated using these PV profiles truly 
unclonable. Using the PV profiles of detector MRs, PVSC can 
generate a unique encryption key for each detector bank of every 
MWMR waveguide in a PNoC. 

Our PVSC scheme generates encryption keys during the testing 
phase of the CMP chip, by using a dithering signal based in-situ 
method [15] to generate an anti-symmetric analog error signal for 
each detector MR of every detector bank that is proportional to 
the PV-induced resonance shift in the detector MR. Then, it con-
verts the analog error signal into a 64-bit digital signal. Thus, a 
64-bit digital error signal is generated for every detector MR of 



each detector bank. We consider 64 DWDM wavelengths per 
waveguide, and hence, we have 64 detector MRs in every detector 
bank and 64 modulator MRs in every modulator bank. For each 
detector bank, our PVSC scheme XORs the 64 digital error signals 
(of 64 bits each) from each of the 64 detector MRs to create a 
unique 64-bit encryption key. Note that our PVSC scheme also 
uses the same anti-symmetric error signals to control the carrier 
injection and heating of the MRs to remedy the PV-induced shifts 
in their resonances. 

To understand how the 64-bit encryption key is utilized to en-
crypt data in photonic links, consider Fig. 4 which depicts an ex-
ample photonic link that has one MWMR waveguide and con-
nects the modulator banks of two source GIs (S1 and S2) with the 
detector banks of two destination GIs (D1 and D2). As there are 
two destination GIs on this link, PVSC creates two 64-bit encryp-
tion keys corresponding to them, and stores them at the source 
GIs. When data is to be transmitted by a source GI, the key for the 
appropriate destination is used to encrypt data at the flit-level 
granularity, by performing an XOR between the key and the data 
flit. This requires that the size of an encryption key match the data 
flit size. We consider the size of data flits to be 512 bits. There-
fore, the 64-bit encryption key is appended eight times to generate 
a 512-bit encryption key. In Fig. 4, every source GI stores two 
512-bit encryption keys (for destination GIs D1 and D2) in its local 
ROM, whereas every destination GI stores only its corresponding 
512-bit key in its ROM. Note that we store the 512-bit keys in-
stead of the 64-bit keys as this eliminates the latency overhead of 
affixing 64-bit keys to generate 512-bit keys, at the cost of a rea-
sonable area/energy overhead in the ROM. As an example, if S1 
wants to send a data flit to D2, then S1 first accesses the 512-bit 
encryption key corresponding to D2 from its local ROM and 
XORs the data flit with this key in one cycle, and then transmits 
the encrypted data flit over the link. As the link employs only one 
waveguide with 64 DWDM wavelengths, therefore, the encrypted 
512-bit data flit is transferred on the link to D2 in eight cycles. At 
D2, the data flit is decrypted by XORing it with the 512-bit key 
corresponding to D2 from the local ROM. In this scheme, even if 
D1 snoops the data intended for D2, it cannot decipher the data as 
it does not have access to the correct key (corresponding to D2) 
for decryption. Thus, our PVSC encryption scheme protects data 
against snooping attacks in DWDM-based PNoCs. 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 4: Overview of proposed PV-based security enhancement scheme. 

 

Limitations of PVSC: The PVSC scheme can protect data from 
being deciphered by a snooping GI, if the following two 
conditions about the underlying PNoC architecture hold true: (i) 
the snooping GI does not know the target destination GI for the 
snooped data, (ii) the snooping GI cannot access the encryption 
key corresponding to the target destination GI. As discussed 
earlier, an encryption key is stored only at all source GIs and at 

the corresponding destination GI, which makes it physically 
inaccessible to a snooping destination GI. However, if more than 
one GIs in a PNoC are compromised due to HTs in their control 
units and if these HTs launch a coordinated snooping attack, then 
it may be possible for the snooping GI to access the encryption 
key corresponding to the target destination GI.  

For instance, consider the photonic link in Fig. 4. If both S1 and 
D1 are compromised, then the HT in S1�s control unit can access 
the encryption keys corresponding to both D1 and D2 from its 
ROM and transfer them to a malicious core (a core running a 
malicious program). Moreover, the HT in D1�s control unit can 
snoop the data intended for D2 and transfer it to the malicious 
core. Thus, the malicious core may have access to the snooped 
data as well as the encryption keys stored at the source GIs. 
Nevertheless, accessing the encryption keys stored at the source 
GIs is not sufficient for the malicious GI (or core) to decipher the 
snooped data. This is because the compromised ROM typically 
has multiple encryption keys corresponding to multiple 
destination GIs, and choosing a correct key that can decipher data 
requires the knowledge of the target destination GI. Thus, our 
PVSC encryption scheme can secure data communication in 
PNoCs even if the encryption keys are compromised, as long as 
the malicious GIs (or cores) do not know the target destinations 
for the snooped data.  

Unfortunately, many PNoC architectures, e.g., [11], [27], that 
employ photonic links with multiple destination GIs utilize the 
same waveguide to transmit both the target destination 
information and actual data. In these PNoCs, if a malicious GI 
manages to tap the target destination information from the shared 
waveguide, then it can access the correct encryption key from the 
compromised ROM to decipher the snooped data. Thus, there is a 
need to conceal the target destination information from malicious 
GIs (cores). This motivates us to propose an architecture-level 
solution, as discussed next. 

VI. RESERVATION-ASSISTED SECURITY 
ENHANCEMENT 

In PNoCs that use photonic links with multiple destination GIs, 
data is typically transferred in two time-division-multiplexed 
(TDM) slots called reservation slot and data slot [11], [27]. To 
minimize photonic hardware, PNoCs use the same waveguide to 
transfer both slots, as shown in Fig. 5(a). To enable reservation of 
the waveguide, each destination is assigned a reservation selec-
tion wavelength. In Fig. 5(a), 1 and 2 are the reservation selec-
tion wavelengths corresponding to destination GIs D1 and D2, re-
spectively. Ideally, when a destination GI detects its reservation 
selection wavelength in the reservation slot, it switches ON its de-
tector bank to receive data in the next data slot. But in the presence 
of an HT, a malicious GI can snoop signals from the reservation 
slot using the same detector bank that is used for data reception. 
For example, in Fig. 5(a), malicious GI D1 is using one of its de-
tectors to snoop 2 from the reservation slot. By snooping 2, D1 
can identify that the data it will snoop in the subsequent data slot 
will be intended for destination D2. Thus, D1 can now choose the 
correct encryption key from the compromised ROM to decipher 
its snooped data. 

To address this security risk, we propose an architecture-level 
reservation-assisted security enhancement (RVSC) scheme. In 
RVSC, we add a reservation waveguide, whose main function is 



to carry reservation slots, whereas the data waveguide carries data 
slots. We use double MRs to switch the signals of reservation slots 
from the data waveguide to the reservation waveguide, as shown 
in Fig. 5(b). Double MRs are used instead of single MRs for 
switching to ensure that the switched signals do not reverse their 
propagation direction after switching [29]. Compared to single 
MRs, double MRs also have lower signal loss due to steeper roll-
off of their filter responses [29].  

The double MRs are switched ON only when the photonic link 
is in a reservation slot, otherwise they are switched OFF to let the 
signals of the data slot pass by in the data waveguide. Further-
more, in RVSC, each destination GI has only one detector on the 
reservation waveguide, which corresponds to its receiver selec-
tion wavelength. For example, in Fig. 5(b), D1 and D2 will have 
detectors corresponding to their reservation selection wavelengths 

1 and 2, respectively, on the reservation waveguide. This makes 
it difficult for the malicious GI D1 to snoop 2 from the reservation 
slot as shown in Fig. 5(b), as D1 does not have a detector corre-
sponding to 2 on the reservation waveguide. However, the HT in 
D1�s control unit may still attempt to snoop other reservation 
wavelengths (e.g., 2) in the reservation slot by retuning D1�s 1 
detector. But succeeding in these attempts would require the HT 
to perfect the timing and target wavelength of its snooping attack, 
which is very difficult due to the large number of utilized reser-
vation wavelengths. Thus, D1 cannot identify the correct encryp-
tion key to decipher the snooped data. In summary, RVSC en-
hances security in PNoCs by protecting data from snooping at-
tacks, even if the encryption keys used to secure data are compro-
mised. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5: Reservation-assisted data transmission in DWDM-based photonic 
waveguides (a) without RVSC, (b) with RVSC. 

VII. IMPLEMENTING SOTERIA ON PNOCS 

We characterize the impact of SOTERIA on two popular PNoC 
architectures: Firefly [8], Flexishare [9], and SwiftNoC [13], all 
of which use DWDM-based photonic waveguides for data com-
munication. We consider Firefly PNoC with 8×8 SWMR crossbar 
[8] and Flexishare PNoC with 32×32 MWMR crossbar [9] with 
2-pass token stream arbitration. Moreover, we also consider 
SwiftNoC PNoC with 32×32 MWMR crossbar [13] with im-
proved concurrent token-stream arbitration. SwiftNoC PNoC [13] 

features improved multicast-enabled channel sharing, as well as 
dynamic re-prioritization and exchange of bandwidth between 
clusters of cores, to increase channel utilization and system per-
formance compared to the other crossbar based PNoC architec-
tures (e.g., Firefly [8] and Flexishare [9] PNoCs) from prior work. 
We adapt the analytical equations from [29] to model the signal 
power loss and required laser power in the SOTERIA-enhanced 
Firefly, Flexishare, and SwiftNoC PNoCs. At each source and 
destination GI of the SOTERIA-enhanced Firefly, Flexishare, and 
SwiftNoC PNoCs, XOR gates are required to enable parallel en-
cryption and decryption of 512-bit data flits. We consider a 1 cy-
cle delay overhead for encryption and decryption of every data 
flit. The overall laser power and delay overheads for all PNoCs 
are quantified in the results section.

Firefly PNoC: Firefly PNoC [8], for a 256-core system, has 8 
nodes (N1-N8) with 32 cores in each node. Firefly uses reserva-
tion-assisted SWMR data channels in its 8×8 crossbar for inter-
node communication. Each data channel consists of 8 SWMR 
waveguides, with 64 DWDM wavelengths in each waveguide. To 
integrate SOTERIA with Firefly PNoC, we added a reservation 
waveguide to every SWMR channel. This reservation waveguide 
has 7 detector MRs to detect reservation selection wavelengths 
corresponding to 7 destination GIs. Furthermore, 64 double MRs 
(corresponding to 64 DWDM wavelengths) are used at each res-
ervation waveguide to implement RVSC. To enable PVSC, each 
source GI has a ROM with seven entries of 512 bits each to store 
seven 512-bit encryption keys corresponding to seven destination 
GIs. In addition, each destination GI requires a 512-bit ROM to 
store its own encryption key.    

Flexishare PNoC: We also integrate SOTERIA with the Flex-
ishare PNoC architecture [9] with 256 cores. We considered a 32-
node Flexishare PNoC with eight cores in each node and 16 data 
channels for inter-node communication. Each data channel has 
four MWMR waveguides with each having 64 DWDM wave-
lengths. In SOTERIA-enhanced Flexishare, we added a reserva-
tion waveguide to each MWMR channel. Each reservation wave-
guide has 16 detector MRs to detect reservation selection wave-
lengths corresponding to 16 destination GIs. To enable PVSC, 
each source GI requires a ROM with 16 entries of 512 bits each 
to store the encryption keys, whereas each destination GI requires 
a 512-bit ROM. 

SwiftNoC PNoC: We also integrate SOTERIA with a 256-core 
32-node SwiftNoC PNoC [13] with eight cores in each node and 
16 MWMR data channels for inter-node communication. Further-
more, these 256 cores are divided into 4 clusters (each cluster has 
64 cores) to enable dynamic re-prioritization and exchange of 
bandwidth between clusters of cores. Each MWMR data channel 
has four MWMR waveguides and it connects 16 source GIs and 
16 destination GIs. Out of the four MWMR waveguides per 
MWMR data channel, three waveguides have 64 DWDM wave-
lengths and one waveguide has 68 DWDM wavelengths. In SO-
TERIA-enhanced SwiftNoC, we added a reservation waveguide to 
each MWMR data channel. Each reservation waveguide has 16 
detector MRs to detect reservation selection wavelengths corre-
sponding to 16 destination GIs. To enable PVSC, each source GI 
requires a ROM with 16 entries of 512 bits each to store the en-
cryption keys, whereas each destination GI requires a 512-bit 
ROM.  



VIII. EVALUATIONS 

A. Evaluation Setup 
To evaluate our proposed SOTERIA (PVSC+RVSC) security 

enhancement framework for DWDM-based PNoCs, we integrate 
it with the Firefly [8], Flexishare [9], and SwiftNoC [13] PNoCs, 
as explained in Section VII. We modeled and performed simula-
tion based analysis of the SOTERIA-enhanced Firefly, Flexishare, 
and SwiftNoC PNoCs using a cycle-accurate SystemC based NoC 
simulator, for a 256-core single-chip architecture at 22nm. We 
validated the simulator in terms of power dissipation and energy 
consumption based on results obtained from the DSENT tool [22]. 
We used real-world traffic from the PARSEC benchmark suite 
[23]. GEM5 full-system simulation [24] of parallelized PARSEC 
applications was used to generate traces that were fed into our 
NoC simulator. We set a �warmup� period of 100 million instruc-
tions and then captured traces for the subsequent 1 billion instruc-
tions. These traces are extracted from parallel regions of execu-
tion of PARSEC applications. We performed geometric calcula-
tions for a 20mm×20mm chip size, to determine lengths of 
SWMR and MWMR waveguides in Firefly, Flexishare, and 
SwiftNoC. Based on this analysis, we estimated the time needed 
for light to travel from the first to the last node as 8 cycles at 5 
GHz clock frequency [13]. We use a 512-bit packet size, as advo-
cated in the Firefly, Flexishare, and SwiftNoC PNoCs. Similar to 
[29], we adapt the VARIUS tool [20] to model random and sys-
tematic die-to-die (D2D) as well as within-die (WID) process var-
iations in MRs for the Firefly, Flexishare, and SwiftNoC PNoCs. 

The static and dynamic energy consumption values for electri-
cal routers and concentrators in Firefly, Flexishare, and SwiftNoC 
PNoCs are based on results from DSENT [22]. We model and 
consider the area, power, and performance overheads for our 
framework implemented with the Firefly, Flexishare, and Swift-
NoC PNoCs as follows. SOTERIA with Firefly, Flexishare, and 
SwiftNoC PNoCs has an electrical area overhead of 12.7mm2, 
3.4mm2, and 3.4mm2, respectively, and power overhead of 
0.44W, 0.36W, and 0.36W, respectively, using gate-level analysis 
and CACTI 6.5 [25] tool for memory and buffers. The photonic 
area of Flexishare, Firefly, and SwiftNoC PNoCs is 19.83mm2, 
5.2mm2, and 49mm2 respectively, based on the physical dimen-
sions [21] of their waveguides, MRs, and splitters. SwiftNoC 
PNoC has significantly more photonic area compared to the other 
PNoCs, as it employs significantly more MRs and power delivery 
waveguide to support dynamic bandwidth reconfigurability [13]. 
For energy consumption of photonic devices, we adapt model pa-
rameters from recent work [26], [28], [30] with 0.42pJ/bit for 
every modulation and detection event and 0.18pJ/bit for the tun-
ing circuits of modulators and photodetectors. The MR trimming 
power is 130 W/nm [10] for current injection and tuning power 
is 240 W/nm [10] for heating. 

B. Overhead Analysis of SOTERIA on PNoCs 
Our first set of experiments compare the baseline (without any 

security enhancements) Firefly, Flexishare, and SwiftNoC PNoCs 
with their SOTERIA enhanced variants. From Section VII, all 8 
SWMR waveguide groups of the Firefly PNoC, all 16 MWMR 
waveguide groups of the Flexishare and SwiftNoC PNoCs each 
are equipped with PVSC encryption/decryption and reservation 
waveguides for the RVSC scheme. 

We adapt the analytical models from [29] to calculate the total 

signal loss at the detectors of the worst-case power loss node 
(NWCPL), which corresponds to router N4R0 for the Firefly PNoC 
[8] and node R63 for the Flexishare [9] and SwiftNoC [13] PNoCs. 
Fig. 6(a) summarizes the worst-case signal loss results for the 
baseline and SOTERIA configurations for the three PNoC archi-
tectures. From the figure, Firefly PNoC with SOTERIA increases 
loss by 1.6dB, Flexishare PNoC with SOTERIA increases loss by 
1.2dB, and SwiftNoC PNoC with SOTERIA increases loss by 
1.18dB on average, compared to their respective baselines. Com-
pared to the baseline PNoCs that have no single or double MRs to 
switch the signals of the reservation slots, the double MRs used 
in the SOTERIA-enhanced PNoCs to switch the wavelength sig-
nals of the reservation slots increase through losses in the wave-
guides, which ultimately increases the worst-case signal losses in 
the SOTERIA-enhanced PNoCs. Using the worst-case signal 
losses shown in Fig. 6(a), we determine the total photonic laser 
power and corresponding electrical laser power for the baseline 
and SOTERIA-enhanced variants of Firefly, Flexishare, and 
SwiftNoC PNoCs, shown in Fig. 6(b). From this figure, the Fire-
fly, Flexishare, and SwiftNoC PNoCs with SOTERIA have laser 
power overheads of 44.7%, 31.40%, and 33.20% on average, 
compared to their baselines. 
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(b) 

Fig. 6: Comparison of (a) worst-case signal loss and (b) laser power dissi-
pation of SOTERIA framework on Firefly, Flexishare, and SwiftNoC 
PNoCs with their respective baselines for 100 process variation maps. 

Fig. 7 presents detailed simulation results that quantify the av-
erage packet latency and energy-delay product (EDP) for the two 
configurations of the Firefly, Flexishare, and SwiftNoC PNoCs. 
Results are shown for twelve multi-threaded PARSEC bench-
marks. From Fig. 7(a), Firefly with SOTERIA has 5.2%, Flex-
ishare with SOTERIA has 10.6%, and SwiftNoC with SOTERIA 
has 17.3% higher latency on average compared to their respective 
baselines. The additional delay due to encryption and decryption 
of data (Section VII.A) with PVSC contributes to the increase in 
average latency compared to the baselines. The baseline Swift-
NoC PNoC has lower average latency compared to the Firefly and 
Flexishare PNoCs, and therefore, the fixed latency overhead of 
encryption/decryption events in SOTERIA-enhanced SwiftNoC 
results in higher latency overhead in terms of percentage value.  

From the results for EDP shown in Fig. 7(b), Firefly with SO-
TERIA has 4.9%, Flexishare with SOTERIA has 13.3%, and 
SwiftNoC with SOTERIA has 15.2% higher EDP on average com-
pared to their respective baselines. Increase in EDP for the SO-
TERIA-enhanced PNoCs is not only due to the increase in their 



average packet latency, but also due to the presence of additional 
RVSC reservation waveguides, which increases the required pho-
tonic hardware (e.g., more number of MRs) in the SOTERIA-en-
hanced PNoCs. This in turn increases static energy consumption 
(i.e., laser energy and trimming/tuning energy), ultimately in-
creasing the EDP. 
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Fig. 7: (a) normalized average latency and (b) energy-delay product 
(EDP) comparison between different variants of Firefly, Flexishare, and 
SwiftNoC PNoCs that include their baselines and their variants with SO-
TERIA framework, for PARSEC benchmarks. Latency results are nor-
malized with the latency results of Firefly PNoC. Bars represent mean 
values of average latency and EDP for 100 PV maps; confidence intervals 
show variation in EDP across 100 PV maps. 

C. Analysis of Overhead Sensitivity 
Our last set of evaluations explore how the overhead of SO-

TERIA changes with varying levels of security in the network. 
Typically, in a manycore system, only a certain portion of the data 
that contains sensitive information (i.e., keys) and only a certain 
number of communication links need to be secure. Therefore, for 
our analysis in this section, instead of securing all data channels 
of the Flexishare PNoC, we secure only a certain number channels 
using SOTERIA. Out of the total 32 MWMR channels in the Flex-
ishare PNoC, we secure 4 (FLEX-ST-4), 8 (FLEX-ST-8), 16 
(FLEX-ST-16), and 24 (FLEX-ST-24) channels, and evaluate the 
average packet latency and EDP for these variants of the SO-
TERIA-enhanced Flexishare PNoC.  

In Fig. 8, we present average packet latency and EDP values 
for the five SOTERIA-enhanced configurations of the Flexishare 
PNoC. From Fig. 8(a), FLEX-ST-4, FLEX-ST-8, FLEX-ST-16, 
and FLEX-ST-24 have 1.8%, 3.5%, 6.7%, and 9.5% higher la-
tency on average compared to the baseline Flexishare. Increase in 

number of SOTERIA enhanced MWMR waveguides increases 
number of packets that are transferred through the PVSC encryp-
tion scheme, which contributes to the increase in average packet 
latency across these variants. From the results for EDP shown in 
Fig. 8(b), FLEX-ST-4, FLEX-ST-8, FLEX-ST-16, and FLEX-
ST-24 have 2%, 4%, 7.6%, and 10.8% higher EDP on average 
compared to the baseline Flexishare. EDP in Flexishare PNoC in-
creases with increase in number of SOTERIA enhanced MWMR 
waveguides. Increase in average packet latency and signal loss 
due to the higher number of reservation waveguides and double 
MRs increase overall EDP across these variants. 
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Fig. 8: (a) normalized latency and (b) energy-delay product (EDP) com-
parison between Flexishare baseline and Flexishare with 4, 8, 16, and 24 
SOTERIA enhanced MWMR waveguide groups, for PARSEC bench-
marks. Latency results are normalized to the baseline Flexishare results. 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

We presented a novel security enhancement framework called 
SOTERIA that secures data during unicast communications in 
DWDM-based PNoC architectures from snooping attacks. Our 
proposed SOTERIA framework shows interesting trade-offs be-
tween security, performance, and energy overhead for the Firefly, 
Flexishare, and SwiftNoC PNoC architectures. Our analysis 
shows that SOTERIA enables hardware security in crossbar based 
PNoCs with minimal overheads of up to 17.3% in average latency 
and of up to 15.2% in EDP compared to the baseline PNoCs. 
Thus, SOTERIA represents an attractive solution to enhance hard-
ware security in emerging DWDM-based PNoCs. 
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